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Brave

new
world

E

xperimental cocktail clubs and craft beer bars may
be the height of fashionable boozing in the most
cosmopolitan of cities across the globe. Here in São
Paulo, however, it’s wine that is promising to add a new
dimension to the city’s bar scene that has traditionally
catered to less-than-discriminating beer drinkers. The
winds of change smell of chardonnay and merlot.
‘In Brazil, until a few years ago, we drank expensive
and bad wines,’ says São Paulo-based Daniela Romano,
creator of Selo 7 Sommeliers, a Brazilian rating system
for wines. ‘But technology has meant that better, younger wines can now be
produced for lower prices’, say explains. And as Brazilians’ disposable incomes
have gone up – especially in São Paulo – so has interest not only in drinking
wine, but also in learning more about it. Wine courses, enotourism and wine
drinking clubs are all on the rise. We are experiencing a boom.’
And while drinking wine is certainly no novelty in the upper echelons of São
Paulo society – the best restaurants having long been home to substantial wine
lists and knowledgeable sommeliers – the bar scene is finally catching up with
the public’s growing thirst for wine. Sleek new wine bars, basement taverns, and
wine-shop-cum-bar hybrids have started to spring up over the last two years,
offering a refreshing alternative to the chope (draught beer) and caipirinhas that
are standard orders at most casual corner bars.
For the most part, imported Old World labels and Brazil’s New World
neighbours Argentina and Chile dominate the wine lists at the new crop of bars,
though there are good local wines to be found. The wine bar and restaurant
Bravin, owned by one of the city’s best-known sommeliers, Daniela Bravin, is
one of the best bets for exploring boutique Brazilian wines, be it by the bottle or
glass. ‘I think Brazilian beer is worse than Brazilian wine, so I’d rather have an
imported beer and a Brazilian wine,’ says Bravin, who seeks out interesting local
wines, with forty or so to choose from in her cellar. Other sommeliers are more
radical; ‘I would recommend pairing a Cave Geisse Rosé Brut with feijoada,’ says
Aldo Assada, the sommelier at the recently-opened high-tech wine bar Bardega,
suggesting a sparkling rosé from one of Rio Grande do Sul’s boutique wineries to
go with the traditionally humble Brazilian bean and pork stew.
Although it’s posible to find fabulous local boutique wines by the glass in the
city’s growing ranks of wine bars, it’s still way more difficult than it ought to be.
Difficult, but not impossible, as you’ll discover in our round-up of ten of the city’s
best wine bars. We’ve sniffed out tips on superior local tipples from the bars’
sommeliers, and where there aren’t any on the menu, we’ve recommended an
affordable imported alternative.
For those looking for a bottle or two to take home or out for a meal, we’ve
also scoured town for the best-stocked wine shops, as well as the restaurants
that don’t charge corkage, meaning you can sip your favourite vintage – or the
cheapest wine you could find, if that’s more your style – without paying a pricey
mark-up. We’ll drink to that.
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A growing taste for
wine is adding a
new dimension to
the city’s bar scene.
Kevin Raub goes in
search of SP’s best
wine bars, and a
good Brazilian vintage

Wine Bars

Alameda Jaú 1844, Jardim Paulista (3063
3961/divinewinebar.com.br).
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Bravin

Insider Tip Every once in a while Bravin opens for
a ‘Domingueira’ – a special Sunday barbecue with wine
pairings, announced via Daniela’s Instagram: @danielabravin
Best Brazilian by the Glass 2012 Routhier e
Darricarrère Cabernet Sauvignon/Merlot (R$23)
Best Value Brazilian Bottle The limited-edition
A.R.M.M., Cab. Lot 3 (R$110)
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Divine
Wine Bar

Insider Tip Live Thursday night jazz from
9.30pm (cover R$20) is money well spent
Best Value Bottle 2010 Alento
Tinto, Portugal (R$100)
splash out Bottle 2009 Stoneburn
Pinot Noir, New Zealand (R$138)

Wine devotees of the city unite at the
bar and restaurant Bravin, where the unconventional owner, the shaven-headed, tattooed
sommelier, Daniela Bravin, has an approach
to wine that’s as non-conformist as her appearance. There is no list. Patrons place themselves completely in her hands, accompanying
her to the cellar for the night’s best choice
based on price, preference and – let’s be honest here – Bravin’s whim.
Over a well chosen soundtrack of Brazilian
oldies, Bravin peruses her exquisitely curated
cellar, some 40 deep in Brazilian boutique
wines alone, though loyal to the world over.
If you don’t want to opt for a whole bottle,
choose one of around six wines, opened each
night and available by the ‘glass’, served in
very generous 250ml mini decanters, and
priced between R$19 and R$23.
An insider, speakeasy air pervades the
downstairs bar, separate from the more elegant restaurant above. Decadent nibbles include the breaded brie wedge with fruit compote (R$47) or the trio of artisanal sausages
(R$28). Upstairs, hearty fare comprises the
menu, though one gets the feeling the food is
just the supporting act for the wine show. It all
feels very bold, and just what the city’s wine
scene needs.
Rua Mato Grosso 154, Consolação (2659 2525)
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Descending into the cellar-like depths
of Divine feels exactly the way a wine bar
should: low-lit and sexy. Moody yellow spotlights illuminate the striking exposed stone
and brick walls, with limited seating making
this an intimate spot. Despite having only 16
or so wines by the glass (R$19 to R$90), Divine is nonetheless a devoted wine bar. Help
yourself to a glass of one of the additional
line-up of higher-end wines in the eight-bottle
Enomatic wine dispensing machine; the tiny
25ml pour brings expensive vintages into the
reach of ordinary mortals.
Divine’s stronghold is New World wines
(bottles start from R$76), earmarked on the
menu where appropriate with symbols denoting exceptional vintages, biodynamic wines
and house recommended choices. You’ll find
four Brazilian sparkling wines amongst the
120-bottle list, including some from the coveted Cave Geisse boutique winery, in Rio Grande
do Sul.
The hide-away atmosphere here coupled
with the good eats – go for the excellent microraviolis with camembert, macadamia nuts and
sage (R$38) – make this the perfect spot for
settling in with a bottle or two. Park up at one
of the more private high banquettes and make
an evening of it.

Wine Bars
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Bardega

Insider Tip Black dots on the Enomatic
machines indicate wines that are 2-for-1 during
happy hour (6.30-8.30pm Tue-Thu)
Best Value Bottle 2011 Eugen Müller Forster
Mariengarten Riesling Kabinett, Germany (R$96)
Best Go Big Bottle 2005 La Rioja Alta Viña
Alberdi Reserva, Spain (R$180)

It’s easy to be intimidated by Bardega, whether by the huge range of
wines to choose from, or by the technology. The sleek newcomer is one of the
latest wine bars to open in Itaim, cementing the business-centric neighbourhood as the go-to place for oenophiles. Frequented by a mostly post-work
crowd, Bardega’s interior – a barn-like space with exposed wooden beams and
an assortment of dangling lamps – is dominated by an entire wall of self-serve
Enomatic wine dispensing machines. The machines are both Bardega’s blessing
and its curse. Almost 100 wines can be tasted by the glass, dispensed in snifters
of 30ml and 60ml, or in the more generous 120ml size, and ranging in price from
R$4 to R$320. Grab a glass, insert your keycard and away you go.
The blessing is that you can try famous, outlandishly unaffordable wines like
Château d’Yquem and Vega Sicilia without draining your retirement fund; the
curse is that this is the wine lovers’ equivalent of being a kid in a candy store,
where deciding which buttons to push can be dizzying. Strategically placed
iPads provide reading material for each wine at the touch of (another) button.
Nibble on dishes from the Mediterranean menu. You can’t go wrong with
the plate of delicious Spanish and Italian cheeses (R$25 to R$37), or the lamb
loin with asparagus (R$32), though the mushroom risotto (R$22) was on the
dry side. Just don’t let the wine go to your head – those push-button samplers
can add up quick.
Rua Doutor Alceu de Campos Rodrigues 218, Itaim Bibi (2691 7579/bardegawinebar.com.br).
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Wine Bars

Insider Tip In the evenings, almost any bottle
in the shop can be ordered by the glass
Best Brazilian Bottle 2010 Cave Geisse
Brut (R$79)
Best Value Bottle 2010 Viña Chocalan Gran
Reserva, Chile (R$99)

Rouge
Bar a Vin
On a stretch of Rua Doutor Mário Ferraz that’s synonymous with highend hobnobbing, the newcomer Rouge Bar a Vin offers a pleasant change of
scenery. The unpretentious attitude towards wine teamed with prices that
won’t leave you in tears means it’s easy to while away an evening here.
Moody lounge music plays while you peruse the choice of mostly French
and Old World wines by the glass (R$11 to R$29), conveniently presented
on a handy dry/light/fruity/full-bodied ordering chart. To complement the
wine, the menu offers sandwiches, salads, grilled meats and a few culinary
curveballs thrown in the mix, such as the bolinho croque – a deep fried ball
of ham, cheese and bechamel (R$24.50).
The space itself is all exposed brick and ruby reds, with naked bulbs suspended from the high ceiling. Sit out on the breezy front patio to watch the
world go by, or tuck yourself covertly away in the back garden, though you’ll
need to arrive early if you want to bag a table mid-week – the excellent 2-for1 on wines by the glass during happy hour (6-8pm, Tue-Fri) draws the city’s
well-heeled oenophiles, as well as the bargain-thirsty drinkers, out in droves.
Rua Doutor Mário Ferraz 561, Itaim Bibi (2628 8377/rougebar.com.br)
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This
Curitiba-based upmarket
chain is part wine emporium, part Italian
restaurant and is an ultra casual spot to
overindulge. Find a space at the U-shaped
bar – the centrepiece of the emporium
and a popular spot for solo diners wanting to grab an after-work trattoria tipple
without the accompanying table-for-one
self-consciousness.
The early evening suit-and-tie crowd
gives way to cuddling couples and families by dinner time, when substantial eats
like oxtail with red wine (R$49) or gnocchi
doused in spare-rib ragoût (R$35) can be
paired with some 570 bottles, including a
dozen bottles of Brazilian wine. Look out
for the excellent 2008 Quinta do Seival,
made with Portuguese grapes in the southern state of Rio Grande do Sul (R$99), or
opt for one of over 300 daily-changing
wines available by the glass (R$16 to R$19).
Themed tastings are hosted from time to
time – often to the tune of live music – if
you're interested in delving a little deeper.
Rua Professor Tamandaré de Toledo 51,
Itaim Bibi (3078 6442/lojavino.com.br).

Shining path A golden spiral staircase connects the two floors at Beato

Insider Tip: Fresh oysters are flown in from
Santa Catarina on Thursday nights
Best By the Glass: 2009 Château
Lagrézette Purple Malbec, France (R$23)
splash out Bottle: 2009 E. Guigal CrozesHermitage, France (R$192)
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Vino!

Wine Bars

Best of the rest

It’s La Rioja by way of Pinheiros,
and French flair in Jardins at these
wine bars, says Catherine Balston

the back garden if the weather is
right. Or for a more intimate tête à
tête, head to one of the quieter corners of the recently opened upstairs
floor. Rua Cônego Eugênio Leite
1,127, Pinheiros (3034 0344/lamadrilenasp.com.br).

Continental charm The French-focused Bodega Franca serves and sells wine

Wine bar may comprise two thirds
of the name of this rustic Jardins
spot, but with no more than 12
wines available by the glass, it certainly doesn’t live up to its name.
Ample seating at the long wooden
bar – ideal for the solo patron –
goes some way to make up for that,
however. Thick-set wooden tables
and terracotta-coloured walls lend
an Italian taverna vibe, and Italy
is the main focus of the menu, with

Avek

An upstairs, downstairs set-up
at the recently opened Bodega
Franca incorporates a brightly
lit wine store on the ground floor
with a charming candle-lit restaurant down in the basement, where
suspended rusted iron chandeliers
and small jabuticaba fruit trees are
covered by a green awning. To stop
by for just a glass of wine, find a
spot outside on the street-facing terrace or settle into the back corner
of the shop where two tables make
for a cosy hideaway. To drink? Pore
over the menu or peruse the store’s
shelves for a wider choice. All the
bottles on display – more than 350
in total – can be consumed there
and then, with no mark-up. The focus is on French and Italian wines,

Sacra Rolha

On the up Wine shop, bar and restaurant in one, Avek is a Jardins newcomer
with an affordable choice of South
American wines that includes a
Chilean Molineiro Carmenère 2011
at R$39. For an indulgent appetiser,
go for the bite-sized baked lobster
pastries (pierogi de lagosta, R$39)
brushed with truffle butter. Alameda Franca 1045, Jardim Paulista
(3081 3870/bodegafranca.com.br).

20 bottles of Italian wine, and risottos, steaks and pastas, as hearty
accompaniments. If you’re looking

With a mosaic of wine crates comprising the façade of this self-styled
‘champanharia’, it’s clear from the
get go that the décor here has gone
down the ‘themed’ route rather than
the sophisticated elegance you’d
normally associate with a champagne bar. That said, the space is
pleasant enough – opt for the leafy
front courtyard when the weather
is clement. Choose from around 130
wines, twelve of which are available
by the glass (R$16). If you’re not a
purist, opt for one of the wine cocktails, like the caipi-champagne, with
bubbly, fresh fruits and ice (R$17).
Rua Rio Grande 304, Vila Mariana
(4304 0300/sacrarolha.com.br).

La Madrileña

This Pinheiros wine bar is a
delight, thanks to the friendly service from the English-speaking
Spanish/Brazilian owners Edson
Sarabia and Emerson Mafra, and
the novelty of picking your tipple
from a tightly curated rack of 45
reasonably priced Spanish wines –
sourced mostly from Rueda, Ribera
Del Duero and La Rioja. Tapas are
made by Sarabia’s mum, adding to
the homely vibe. Score a table in
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Bodega Franca

Open case Al fresco is the way to
go at Vila Mariana’s Sacra Rolha

for buzz, don’t expect to find it here
after 10pm. Alameda Jaú 1595, Jardim Paulista (4323 1667/rubiwinebar.com.br).
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Open for just three months, Avek
has got a long way to go until its
service is as polished as its sparkling new wine glasses. A beautifully designed, seductively-lit back
room, with a maze of lamps mapped
out across one wall, comprises the
restaurant, while the brighter front
space, with a double-height whitewashed brick wall, blends wine shop
and bar. There, boxes and racks of
wine compete for space with tables
and chairs, and a bar lined with
stools. Chow down on French fare –
like a half dozen oysters (R$12) and
plates of charcuterie (R$16), though
avoid the steak tartare (R$38) with
its lumps of cooked egg – while sipping on a choice of over 100 wines.
Rua Joaquim Antunes 48, Jardim
Paulistano (2507 5932).
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Rubi Wine Bar

Leg up Cured hams are one of the authentic Spanish eats at La Madrileña

Wine shops and B.Y.O

CASA DO PORTO
Biodynamic and organic wines
are still very much a niche
in São Paulo, with just a
handful of restaurants taking
it seriously on their menus –
the top contemporary D.O.M.
(see Restaurant listings) and
the romantic bistro Enoteca
Saint VinSaint (Rua Professor
Atílio Innocenti 811, Vila
Nova Conceição, 3846 0384,
saintvinsaint.com.br) to name
just two. Casa do Porto stocks
around 20 biodynamic and
organic wines from France and
Spain. The store, which has
branches in a handful of other
cities, has two or three of its 600
or so wines open for customers
to taste by the glass (R$12-$30).
Bottles of wine start at R$25 and
go all the way up to R$2,500 for
a Château Mouton Rothschild
Magnum. Alameda Franca 1225,
Jardim Paulista (3061 3003/
casadoportovinhos.com.br).
BEST AFFORDABLE BRAZILIAN
WINE 2007 Maximo Boschi Brut.
R$39.
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ENOTECA DECANTER
Owned by the wine importer
Decanter, Enoteca Decanter is
another upmarket wine shop
turned bar. Despite offering
gourmet bites and 80 wines by
the glass (R$6.92-$177) the
vibe is still very much that of
a sleek store. Leather chairs,
mirrored walls, and double-storey
wine racks are just the sort of
setting to attract high-end wine
clients who stop by to try out a
few wines before buying a few
cases. Rua Joaquim Floriano
838, Itaim Bibi (3702 2020/
enotecadecantersp.com.br).
BEST AFFORDABLE
BRAZILIAN WINE 2011 Matiz
Touriga Nacional, Rio Grande
do Sul. R$53.15.
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Bring your own
Book in to the restaurants
with no or low corkage

Bring your own
Book in to the restaurants
with no or low corkage
Baby Beef Rubaiyat
Dining out in São Paulo can
be a costly habit, and drinking
wine can as much as double
a restaurant bill. Baby Beef
Rubaiyat is far from being a
budget option, but with no
corkage to pay on the first
bottle (R$35 thereafter) it’s a
good choice for dinner à deux.
Team a good red with the new
Burger Royal (see photo, above)
– 220g of prime beef (R$55).
Avenida Brigadeiro Faria Lima
2954, Itaim Bibi (3165 8888/
rubaiyat.com.br).

VINEA
Set across two adjoining
houses in Ibirapuera, this wine
store sells a small selection of
imported wines, mostly from
Italy and France; you won’t
find any Brazilian wines here.
Reds are the focus, with just
a handful of sparkling wines
for sale. Outside the city, in
the upmarket western suburb
of Alphaville, the Vinea store
has taken a more gourmet
approach, with a wine bar
and restaurant, and a space
for budding enophiles to do
courses. Rua Manoel da
Nóbrega 1014, Ibirapuera
(3059 5200/vineastore.com.
br). Other location Alameda
Araguaia 540, Alphaville
(2078 7880). BEST WINE FOR
UNDER R$75 2007 Joffre e
Hijas Gran Reserva, Malbec,
Argentina. R$70.

Brasil a Gosto
While this Brazilian restaurant
does a commendable job of
supporting local producers
when it comes to its wine list,
there’s no corkage charge if
you’d rather bring your own.
Rua Azevedo de Amaral 70,
Jardim Paulista (3086 3565/
brasilagosto.com.br).
Marcel
If you’ve been saving a bottle for
a special occasion, make a night
of it at Marcel, with excellent
contemporary French food
coupled with no corkage charge.
Rua da Consolação 3555,
Jardim Paulista (3064 3089/
marcelrestaurante.com.br).
Martín Fierro
Do a decent steak justice with
a sublime bottle of red. At
this Argentinian steakhouse,
you can bring your own wine
and only pay corkage after
the second bottle (R$25 per
bottle). Rua Aspicuelta 683,
Vila Madalena (3814 6747/
martinfierro.com.br).
Robin des Bois
Hearty French fare is the
order of the day at this cosy
bistro. Pay no corkage if you
dine with your own wine.
Rua Capote Valente 86,
Jardim Paulista (3063 2795/
robindesbois.com.br).
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VINCI
This boutique wine importer
sells over 1,500 wines online,
over the phone, and in their
elegant Jardins store, with
one of their specialities being
the wines from the family-run
vineyard Vina Errazuriz in the
Aconcagua valley in Chile. Ask
the staff for advice, or go on
Saturdays when you’ll usually
find a couple of bottles open
for tasting. Rua Pamplona
917, Jardim Paulista (3130
4500/vinci.com.br). BEST
AFFORDABLE BRAZILIAN
WINE 2008 Angheben Barbera,
Rio Grande do Sul. R$45.50.
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Expand
This prolific Brazilian wine
distributor sells online and in
shopping centres across São
Paulo, with a shop-cum-wine-bar
rubbing shoulders with designer
boutiques inside the upmarket
Shopping Cidade Jardim (see
Shopping listings). At the
weekends, a small selection of
their catalogue of over 1,000
wines are served by the glass
(prices vary). Shopping Cidade
Jardim, Avenida Magalhães
Castro 12,000, Cidade Jardim
(3552 2115/adegaexpand.
com.br). BEST AFFORDABLE
BRAZILIAN WINE 2010 Casa
Valduga Raízes Cabernet
Sauvignon, Rio Grande do Sul.
R$62.

Where to buy a good
vintage or a Brazilian gem
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Wine shops

